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A professional and hardworking individual devoted to Improving and maintaining 
company's reputation through exceptional Customer Service. A team player and 
independent worker. Proficient organizer with technical competence. Possess 
effective written and verbal communication skills, ability to handle multiple tasks 
and solving customer queries efficiently.

2009 – 2010
LANCOME COUNTER MANAGER II - ABC CORPORATION

 Ensured that sales and credit card goals were met, attended vendor seminars, 
and executed team building .

 Increased sales and drove business by building strong client relationships and 
exercising customer service skills.

 Set and maintain daily, weekly and monthly sales goals Manage counter sales 
associates and develop their skills.

 Assured counter was well maintained.
 Set and achieve sales goals while supporting the goals of the team, Build lasting

relationships with customers by contacting them to follow up on.
 Drove retail sales at the store level Build in-store relationships with all levels of 

management and selling teams Develop a Special Events calendar .
 Provided ongoing feedback and coaching to Beauty Advisors.

2011 – 2012
LANCOME COUNTER MANAGER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Advanced my knowledge constantly to keep up with new products and to 
educate my customers.

 Managed statistical reports; utilize reports to forecast my sales strategy.
 Outsourcing.
 Handled customer-related issues in a gracious manner and in accordance with 

company policies.
 Followed up with my customers after their visit.
 Followed merchandising guidelines to ensure that counter was set to standard.
 Preplanned for sales and events.

EDUCATION

Psychology and Criminology - 2003(University of Missoula - Missoula, MT)
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SKILLS

Creative Makeup Artistry, Professional Makeup Artistry, Skincare Application, Training 
& Development, Client Relations, Business Management.
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